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Banking and Football: 

The New England Patriots have won six Super Bowls this century.  No other team has won more 

than two.  That is success.  But what does that have to do with banking? 

From the Book “Crackling Creativity”, we learn that there are several strategies that can be used 

by anyone or any industry to improve our creativity.  Three of those strategies are: 

1. Connect the Unconnected, by forcing relationships; 

2. Making novel combinations, by combining and recombining ideas; 

3. Looking in other worlds, by perceiving resemblances between different areas of existence. 

To be creative, we must think differently.  To be different and successful we must be creative.  

For a Bank to learn from a football team, it forces us to “connect the unconnected”, “make a novel 

combination”, and “look into another world”.  These strategies can help us, as bankers, to emulate 

success in another industry.  Therefore, what can a Bank in Maine learn from a successful enterprise in 

another industry, i.e. football? 

The game of Football and the business of banking actually have a lot similar characteristics:  

Competition:   The State of Maine has 31 Banks.  The National Football League has 32 teams. 

Referees:   The NFL has officials monitoring the rules, and banks have examiners monitoring 

compliance with the rules. 

Talent:   NFL teams compete for limited talent, banks compete for limited talent. 

Specialization:   NFL Teams need specialists, i.e. kickers, quarterbacks, special teamers, punters, long-

snappers, etc.  Bankers need specialists, i.e. IT, accountants, lenders, tellers, Compliance 

Officers. 

Planning: NFL teams develop game plans; Banks have strategic plans and departmental plans. 

Organizational 

Structure: Football teams have owners, President/General Managers, Head Coaches and assistant 

coaches.  Banks have owners, Presidents, Managers and Assistant Managers. 
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Consumers: Both football and banks have consumers, and those consumers have many choices 

regarding what to do with their money. 

 

Hard work: Both banks and football require hard work to be successful. 

 

 

According to an article in the New York Times, the New England Patriots long-term success of winning 

can be traced to: 

■ Smart drafting:  The Patriots draft players that are smart, meet their specific qualifications, 

and are passionate about football. 

■ Focus on their job: Every player, coach, and owner knows their job and their role.  

■ Mechanized personalities: The New England Patriots team and management tend not to say 

or do anything to seek attention. It is team first. 

■ Opponent-specific game plans:  No NFL team consistently does a better job of understanding 

their opponent and tailoring their tactics to beat them. 

■ Liberal arts or high education:  The Patriots are the top team in hiring smart people. 

■ Tom Brady: The team’s leader, Tom Brady is always the first person in the weight room, and 

never complains about not being the highest paid quarterback in football.  Team first.  

In addition, according to a Forbes article, here is another view on their success: 

■ Leadership:  The owner, coach and quarterback have remained the same since 2001.  All three 

are leaders, set the example and have remained the same. 

■ Preparation:  Their conditioning regiment is intense, they practice the same in the regular 

season as they do in the play-offs, and they focus only on what they can control.  

■ They Never Give Up:  An analysis of their games demonstrates that the Patriots are one of the 

best come back teams in the league.  The Patriots have been to the Super Bowl more than any 

other team this century.  By a lot.   Nine times. They know that it takes incredible discipline to 

control their mentality and emotions and to execute under pressure.  They know how to 

thrive. 

An analysis of these traits shows that they can be consolidated into just three components: leadership, 

planning, and human resources.  Moreover, those traits are transferable to any business enterprise, and 

never change over time or space. 
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Based on this analysis, Banks could start to replicate the New England Patriots by: 

Strategic Planning and Department Planning: 

The Patriots plan each year.  The Patriots plan for each game.  They take the long-term view.  

Does your Bank?  Is the strategic plan up to date?  Is it kept updated on a regular basis?  Is it realistic?  

Does it take the long-term view?   Is it shared with all employees?  Have all employees read it?  Do 

employees understand it?  Is it part of new employee orientation?  Are all business actions taken in line 

with the strategic plan? Is your risk appetite in line with the strategic plan? Do Departments base their 

plan on the Strategic Plan?  Do all Departments complete business plans?  Is it a living document that is 

used?  Or does it reside in some far off place that only surfaces during Bank exams?  Perhaps a 

comprehensive assessment of your banks enterprise planning process would be a beneficial first step to 

replicating what the Patriots have achieved. 

Leadership: 

Leadership for the Patriots is in alignment from the top down.  Is the leadership at your bank in-

alignment from the top down?  Leadership starts at the top and sets an example. Is your leadership full 

of team first players that know the companies plan, or individuals that are looking out for their interests 

first?  Does leadership walk the walk?  Are incentive plans based on the team winning, or an individual 

winning?  Do you find good people and keep them, or is the leadership team always changing?  Are your 

leaders passionate about banking and their jobs?  Is that demonstrated each day?  Does leadership 

know how to execute, and how to execute under pressure?  When times are tough do they know what 

to do, or do they lower the bar to meet the competition and make their job easier?  Do they make the 

hard but unpopular decision? 
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Human Resources: 

Smart drafting equals smart hiring.  Focusing on your job, means knowing your job.   

What are your Banks hiring practices?  What qualities are looked for in an applicant?  Is it 

consistent across all business lines?  Is your management team well educated on the qualities that the 

Bank wants to see in each employee? 

Is every job description in the bank current?  Up-to-date?  Does the employee know their job?  

Does their manager know their job?  Is their review focused on the execution of their job?  Does every 

employee understand his or her role and the role of his or her co-worker?  Do employees trust that 

when a manager provides feedback and criticism it is because they care and want each employee to be 

successful?   

Education. Does your Bank emphasize education? Does it look at educational accomplishments 

in the past during the hiring process?  Does it require continued education in the future?  Is it tracked?  

Are annual expectations set?  Is the training budget funded? Does every employee get a transcript of the 

training they complete each year?  Is training done on a regular basis, or is it the first item cut from the 

budget? Is ongoing training and education expected of all employees? 

Summary:   

Being successful may seem like “blocking and tackling” because it is.  But does your Bank do it?  Does it 

focus on the little things and execute? Every day?  Most NFL teams do not.  Most Banks do not. They are 

caught up in the next deal, the quarterly result, or lowering the bar to meet the competition.  The 

Patriots do not lower the bar to meet the competition.  They know who they are and stay true to whom 

they are.  Every year.  Does your Bank? 
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